Abstract. Three-dimensional electron phase space holes are shown to be positive charges on the plasma background which produce a radial electric field and force the trapped electron component into an azimuthal drift. In this way electron holes generate magnetic fields in the hole. We solve the cylindrical hole model exactly for the hole charge, electric potential and magnetic field. In electron holes, the magnetic field is amplified on the flux tube of the hole; equivalently, in ion holes the field would be decreased. The flux tube adjacent to the electron hole is magnetically depleted by the external hole dipole field. This causes magnetic filamentation. It is also shown that holes are massive objects, each carrying a finite magnetic moment. Binary magnetic dipole interaction of these moments will cause alignment of the holes into chains along the magnetic field or, in the three-dimensional case, produce a magnetic fabric in the volume of hole formation. Since holes, in addition to being carriers of charges and magnetic moments, also have finite masses, they behave like quasi-particles, performing E×B, magnetic field, and diamagnetic drifts. In an inhomogeneous magnetic field, their magnetic moments experience torque which causes nutation of the hole around the direction of the magnetic field presumably giving rise to low frequency magnetic modulations like pulsations. A gas of many such holes may allow for a kinetic description in which holes undergo binary dipole interactions. This resembles the polymeric behaviour. Both magnetic field generation and magnetic structure formation is of interest in auroral, solar coronal and shock physics, in particular in the problem of magnetic field filamentation in relativistic foreshocks and cosmic ray acceleration.
Introduction
Within the last two decades, electron phase space holes have gained ever increasing importance in the dynamics of collisionless plasmas on the microscopic and also on the macroscopic scale. They cause small-scale structure in a hot collisionless plasma, particle acceleration and radiation, produce structure of the phase space distribution and also contribute to dissipation of free energy by heating plasmas and depleting energy which is stored in current flow, thereby providing conditions for other instabilities to evolve. Electron holes had been originally proposed by Bernstein et al. (1957) as a nonlinear solution of the non-magnetised Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations which describes a hot collisionless electron plasma. Their statistical theory had been developed by Dupree (1972 Dupree ( , 1982 Dupree ( , 1983 . Fluid descriptions have identified electron holes as nonlinear solutions of the two-fluid dynamic equations of plasmas (Schamel, 1975 (Schamel, , 1979 Schamel and Bujarbarua, 1983; Schamel, 1986; Turikov, 1984) . Real progress on their structure and dynamics has, however, only been possible by properly designed numerical simulations (Newman et al., , 2002 . Still electron holes have remained an interesting theoretical concept of no further practical importance until spacecraft in situ observations in the near-Earth auroral environment provided a wealth of indications that electron holes do indeed exist in plasmas (Carlson et al., 1998; Ergun et al., 1998a,b,c; Pottelette and Treumann, 2005) . Those observations have stimulated search for electron holes also in other space plasmas like Earth's bow shock, magnetopause, magnetotail and in the solar wind. In several places their existence has indeed been confirmed. So, it is known now that electron holes are produced in the shock transition region from the solar wind to the magnetosheath (Bale et al., 1998a ; evidence accumulated for their generation in the magnetopause during magnetic reconnection (Mozer et al., 2002 (Mozer et al., , 2008 Pritchett, 2010, 2011) ; the tail current sheet seems also to host electron holes 2 R. A. Treumann and W. Baumjohann: Buneman two-stream instability in the presence of reconnection and under other conditions (Pickett et al., 2004) . They have been found in the magnetosheath (Vaivads et al., 2004) possibly also in relation to reconnection in the polar cusp. Sophisticated numerical simulations have meanwhile investigated their configuration and phase space properties in one and two dimensions. Simulations of reconnection (Drake et al., 2003) under prescribed conditions have also been claimed to show the evolution of electron holes along the separatrices.
All these observations and theories suggest that electron holes or, in a wider sense, phase space holes including electron and ion holes, should play an important role in astrophysical plasmas as well. The problem about those remote systems is that no in situ observations are possible to perform. One single such measurement would probably completely change our attitude to the behaviour of gaseous matter under astrophysical conditions shifting all our current fluid dynamical theories into the domain of kinetic theory. This has partially been done already in relativistic shock theory where some observations force one to include kinetic aspects (for a recent critical review see, e.g., Bykov and Treumann, 2011) . However, the role of structure on the scale of phase space holes has so far not been considered to be of any importance. The example of space plasma probably proves such an attitude premature. We have recently shown that electron holes seem to be strong sources of non-thermal radio radiation from the aurora (Treumann et al., 2012) and with high probability also in other planetary objects.
Extension of the Buneman instability
In view of application to the various regions where electron holes are expected to be generated, i.e. the auroral regions of magnetised planets, active regions in the solar corona, the source regions of solar flares, collisionless shock transitions, and relativistic shocks as sources of cosmic ray acceleration, it makes sense to briefly summarise the mechanism of electron hole production, before developing the analytical theory of magnetic field generation in electron holes. This is done in the present section in a way which generalises the main ingredients of this mechanism to relativistic plasmas.
Phase space holes evolve from plasma instability. The most important instability with respect to electron holes is the Buneman two-stream instability (Buneman, 1958 (Buneman, , 1959 . This is a low-frequency electrostatic instability generating a strong longitudinal wave electric field. It is sometimes claimed that electron holes would also be generated by the electron-acoustic instability. However, careful numerical simulations (Matsukiyo et al., 2004) have unambiguously shown that this is barely the case. Electron-acoustic waves evolve in two temperature and/or counter streaming electron plasmas. Since they are highly Landau damped, other instabilities like the electron two-stream (Langmuir) instability grow faster and dominate the spectrum from the beginning, even under extreme conditions, with electron acoustic waves being produced only at a very weak wave level incapable of evolution to large enough amplitudes for hole formation.
The Buneman mode evolves along the magnetic field and propagates with phase velocity v B < V d less but close to the bulk velocity difference, V d = V i −V e , between electrons and ions. It is a current driven instability. It is therefore important in all cases when the plasma carries a strong current 1 . Its fluid-like nature implies that the current must be strong in the sense that the electrons can be considered cold, i.e. their thermal speed, v e < V d , must be less than the current drift velocity. The smallness of v e permits the use of the fluid approximation, neglecting thermal effects in order to find the most pronounced reactive instability of the plasma. However, only the inclusion of thermal effects is responsible for hole formation during nonlinear evolution of the instability, as noted above. On the other hand, large thermal speeds and related effects suppress the Buneman instability replacing it by the purely kinetic ion-acoustic instability which favours ion holes to evolve nonlinearly instead of electron holes.
Viewed from the ion frame, one has V d = −V e with V e < 0. Then, in the simplified non-relativistic case, the Buneman dispersion relation becomes (Baumjohann and Treumann, 2012 )
It is a fourth order equation for the frequency ω. Of the solutions, the high frequency mode ω ≈ ω e + kV d , which propagates on the Langmuir wave branch, is of no interest and is not excited. It decouples from the three other modes, which have wave number k ≈ ω e /V d and thus much lower frequency, leaving for them the dispersion relation
The frequency of these waves is reduced by the electron to ion mass ratio on the right. The complex solutions to this 1 This fact raises strong doubts on some very strong claims that the Buneman instability arises as a competitor to the Weibel mode in generally current neutral electron beam-beam interactions (Bret, 2009 (Bret, , 2011 . The best investigation of the complete transition from the two-stream to the Buneman mode has been published long ago (Dum, 1989; Dum and Nishikawa, 1994) . It goes far beyond the above papers. In order to drive the Buneman mode, a mechanism is needed which maintains the parallel current flow. Such mechanisms are provided in the auroral region and, in relation to relativistic shocks, only in the Bell cosmic ray shock regime where sufficiently strong field-aligned cosmic ray return currents flow in the relativistic foreshock background plasma. For perpendicular current flow like in (relativistic and non-relativistic) shock transitions, however, the Buneman mode is stable. It is replaced there by the modified two-stream instability which has completely different properties. In the above papers the waves misleadingly claimed to be Buneman are at the best weak electron acoustic modes which are incapable of hole formation and play no role in plasma dynamics. dispersion relation are easily found putting ω = ω B + iγ B , with ω B the real frequency, and γ B growth rate. The unstable Buneman wave solution has frequency and growth rate
being a slightly faster growing than oscillating reactive wave in which the entire electron distribution participates. Just for this reason it preferentially causes electron holes and does not simply stabilise by depleting the current. This is easy to understand. The Buneman instability is not simply an absolute instability; it also grows convectively. This cannot be seen from the above formulae. It requires a somewhat more sophisticated approach to deduce the convective growth rate
The waves thus grow along their direction of propagation with the electrons. Since the whole electron population is affected by the instability and starts oscillating, a violent bulk plasma motion back and forth is induced by the growing Buneman mode longitudinal electric field. At the same time the mode moves with the electrons at a smaller though substantial (phase and group) velocity
The electrons are, of course, not cold but have a substantial velocity spread, v e < V d . In the wave frame, depending on the phase of the electric field oscillation, the electric potential field Φ traps the low electron energy ε e = 1 2 m e v 2 < eΦ component of the electron distribution in the negative potential valleys when passing the wave; from the positive potential wells these electrons are expelled. Higher energy electrons pass the potential troughs and wells and become accelerated.
During wave growth, this process causes ever deeper localised potential wells containing ever less electrons. This leads to the formation of a whole chain of holes and, at the same time, a cold accelerated electron beam consisting of the fastest electrons, as shown in the schematic of simulation data in Fig. 1 . This process is highly nonlinear and depends on the electron and wave potential phase and the mutual interaction among the electrons.
The cold electron beam still carries current and remains unaffected by the holes except for some quasi-periodic energy modulation which is due to its passing the sequence of holes. Ions do not participate in this dynamics because the frequency ω B and growth rate are substantially far above the ion plasma frequency ω i . Of course, in the late stage of hole evolution when the electric field in the holes is quasistationary, ions become affected as well, mainly by the evolu- tion of density gradients on the boundaries of the many electron holes thus transforming the homogeneous plasma into an inhomogeneous conglomeration of density fluctuations. The obvious effects of the presence of Buneman generated electron holes are therefore -the separation of the electron distribution into a warm trapped component inside the holes and a fast cold electron beam carrying the residual current;
-the production of a spatial density structure which appears as a quasi-periodic modulation along the magnetic field;
-the generation of localised electrostatic potentials which are organised into a chain of negative potential wells along the current flow; -the production of the cold accelerated electron beam is of particular interest. It is the result of a very interesting mech-anism of non-radiation electron cooling provided by electron holes, the prospects and consequences of which for application have not yet been explored, neither in the laboratory nor in view of astrophysical application. This electron cooling which maintains the accelerated cold beam is much more efficient than any electron cooling by radiation can provide when considering that radiation cooling is a higher order effect.
Implicitly these results were contained already in the work of Bernstein et al. (1957) , but they have been elucidated only by sophisticated and carefully performed numerical simulations.
In application to astrophysics one needs to switch to a relativistic formulation of the Buneman mode and electron hole formation. Since astrophysical current speeds (for instance in a relativistic foreshock populated with cosmic rays of high Lorentz factor) are close to the velocity of light, one expects very strong effects. Assuming current speeds V d ≈ c but nonrelativistic temperatures and thermal speeds, v e ,v i c, we may transform the above theory into a relativistic theory. In this case the plasma frequencies are unaffected by the bulk motion, leaving ω i ,ω e the non-relativistic plasma frequencies. A bulk Lorentz factor Γ of the electrons cancels out of the relativistic expressions. On the other hand, for finitely large relativistic temperatures the electron plasma frequency would have to be defined as
where p is the proper individual relativistic particle momentum, F e (p) the relativistic electron distribution (for instance the Jüttner distribution), and 1 ≤ γ e (p) < ∞ is the internal electron Lorentz factor. This expression shows that it is essentially the low energy electrons which determine the plasma frequency, in particular when the distribution drops steeply with increasing p. Hence, one may safely use the non-relativistic plasma frequency only. The above dispersion relation for the Buneman instability holds in the non-relativistic ion frame. In this frame, in the relativistic case, the velocity becomes V d = cβ , and one must replace the frequency by its Doppler shifted analogue. Moreover, the wave number k → kΓ varies due to Lorentz contraction. Then for sufficiently large bulk Γ factors, we have V d ≈ c and can make the following replacements:
This yields the Buneman wavenumber, k ≈ ω e /cΓ, and dispersion relation,
which has the growing solution
As expected, time dilatation slows the Buneman instability down with increasing relativistic factor Γ. Nevertheless, the Buneman instability exists in this case, grows and, in the same way as in non-relativistic plasmas, causes the generation of electron holes, depletes the electron density from positive electric potential wells and otherwise traps electrons of energy ε e = m e c 2 γ e (p) ≤ eΦ (10) in negative potential wells, Φ. This is probable because, with increasing bulk Lorentz factor, the effect of the thermal velocity on the instability decreases. The Buneman instability thus gains importance in ultrarelativistic current carrying flows. In contrast to the Weibel instability (Weibel, 1959) , the behaviour of the instability is primarily not affected by the presence of a magnetic field, whether weak or moderately strong, as long as the current flows parallel to the field. Such field-aligned 'return currents' are central to Bell-type models of magnetic field amplification in the vicinity of relativistic shocks and are assumed to work in the relativistic shock foreshock for nearly parallel shocks (Bell, 2004 (Bell, , 2005 in the presence of Cosmic Rays and shock acceleration of Cosmic Rays. The idea in these models is that the Cosmic Ray return currents cause a non-resonant instability to grow which is believed to substantially increase the foreshock magnetic field. However, these currents, if present, should in the first place excite the Buneman mode long before pushing the Bell mode to grow.
In the following we show that electron holes excited by the Buneman mode along an ambient magnetic field are themselves efficient magnetic field generators on a much faster time scale than the Bell modes. The field-generation time scale is comparable to the Buneman formation time of electron holes, which is of the order of ∆t h ∼ 10 3 ω −1 e ; compared to the Bell mode this is instantaneous. However, the spatial scales of the holes are small as well. Along the magnetic field they scale with the Debye length as ∼ 10 2 λ D , transverse to the magnetic field holes may be oblate or narrow. Here their scales are of the order of the hole-trapped electron population gyroradius, which in a relativistic plasma is of the order of the inertial scale ∼ c/ω e = λ e , comparable to the scale of the Weibel instability. Thus, being generators of magnetic fields, electron holes structure the magnetic field on these scales.
The formation of holes in all details cannot be described analytically. It requires the use of numerical simulations, as has been done for the non-relativistic Buneman instability (see, e.g., Muschietti et al., 1999a,b; Newman et al., 2001 Newman et al., , 2002 , and other less sophisticated simulation studies).
Generation of magnetic fields
Electron holes may generate electromagnetic waves propagating on the whistler and Z-mode branches (Bale et al., 1998b) . The former have been known as saucer emissions in strong magnetic fields (Newman et al., 2002; Oppenheim R. A. Treumann and W. Baumjohann: Buneman two-stream instability 5 et al., 2001; Ergun et al., 2002a,b; Du et al., 2011; , the latter may result from some electron cyclotron maser instability in much weaker magnetic fields (Treumann, 2006; Treumann et al., 2012) .
The presence of magnetic fluctuations and quasistationary magnetic fields in relation to the generation of electron phase space holes has recently been confirmed by THEMIS observations (Andersson et al., 2009; Tao et al., 2011) .
The original idea for magnetic field generation in holes started from an electron hole being a positive charge on the electron background and aimed at the interaction of such charges for production of bremsstrahlung radiation. Subsequently, simulations have been performed showing that holes indeed possess magnetic modes (Terry et al., 1990; Jovanovic and Horton, 1993; Oppenheim et al., 2001; Newman et al., 2002; Chen and Parks, 2002; Chen et al., 2004; Umeda et al., 2004 Umeda et al., , 2006 Du et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011) with the main interest being on the generation of low frequency electromagnetic waves focussing on the stability of holes with respect to the radiation of whistlers, the production of saucer emissions, and the decay of phase space holes. Here, we treat an analytical model of an electron hole with emphasis on the formation of quasi-stationary magnetic fields and their consequences.
Preliminaries: Model settings
Assuming that, in a very simplified model, the electron hole has cylindrical shape of radius r h and length h along the magnetic field, 2 then it contains, in addition to its parallel electric hole field, E z , a radial electric field, E ⊥ = E ⊥r , which results from the depleted (missing) electrons in the hole core as compared to the hole environment. The model is illustrated in Fig. 2 . This corresponds to a positive line charge distributed over the full length of the electron holes. In general, this hole-forced space charge density ρ h = −e∆N > 0 is positive because the electron density is depleted inside the hole:
N h is a complicated function of the spatial coordinates, z,r, which is determined by the nonlinear dynamics of hole formation and also varies with time, t. In simplified models one assumes it to be constant. In the electron hole the radial electric field related to ρ h is directed radially outward. [In ion holes, effectively representing negative space charges, the field would be directed inward, instead.] The total positive space charge carried by the electron hole is obtained from
Assuming that the trapped hole electron gyroradius r ec < r h is sufficiently small against the hole radius, r h , then the trapped electrons are magnetised and will perform an electric field drift in the combined hole-electric E r , and ambient, B 0 = B 0ẑ , magnetic fields. Untrapped electrons of the fast accelerated electron beam mentioned previously do not contribute to this drift. The above conditions also imply a limit on the trapped electron energy
The corresponding relativistic expression is
where the proper relativistic Lorentz factor has been replaced through its relation to the relativistic gyroradius, r ce = λ e γ 2 e . This gives rise to a clockwise azimuthal electron drift in the crossed positive radial electric and magnetic fields,
which creates an anti-clockwise azimuthal electric current
Only the hole-trapped electrons participate in this drift and contribute to the current. The electric field is derived from a scalar potential, Φ h , as E = −∇Φ h with radial component
The magnetic field, B, generated by the solenoidal current, J φ , flowing inside the hole is a dipolar field, when seen from the outside. Its strength can easily be estimated if the hole current is known. Since neither the current density nor density distribution are know with sufficient precision, any sophisticated model calculation does not provide further insight. It is completely sufficient to use the well-known expressions for the magnetic field of a cylindrical current loop (or solenoidal current). Outside the hole the magnetic field generated by the total azimuthal hole-electric current, I φ , becomes
which is the expected dipole field. Inside the hole at R < 1 the field has components B r ,B θ , given by and radius r h . Its positive charge generates the radial electric field E r shown here in green colour. Electron perform an E×B drift in the crossed fields E r and B 0 which is in −φ direction. This drift corresponds to a current J direction in +φ . This solenoidal current, shown in red, generates the hole magnetic field which outside the hole appears as the dipolar magnetic field B h of which here only one planar section is shown in blue.
which, for θ = 0, on the axis degenerates into the component B z along the z-axis. In this simplified model it suffices to use the value
for the internal field and to determine the total hole-electric current by integrating over the surface crossed by the azimuthal current, J φ (r,z), according to
This secondary hole-generated magnetic field is along the original field and thus amplifies the ambient magnetic field inside the hole over its length h . Being dipolar outside the hole, the hole magnetic field weakens the external field and, at the same time, exerts a repulsive force on the next hole neighbour.
Hole potential boundary value problem
In order to infer about the amplification one needs to calculate the current strength I φ . In principle this includes the complete dynamics of electron hole generation, determination of the hole density N h and solution of the Poisson equation for the electric field. Numerical calculations of this kind using cylindrical hole models and assuming Gaussian electric potential fields have been performed by Chen and Parks (2002) . They do not lead to deeper insight and are thus of limited value. Rough estimates can be obtained assuming that the hole is either elongated along the magnetic field with h r h or is oblate with h r h . Observations (Andersson et al., 2009) suggest that the former case is more probable. Then, the Poisson equation for the electric potential Φ h simplifies to
The hole density can be modelled, assuming that the density is depleted along the magnetic field by the parallel electric field. This assumption is appropriate for the case of magnetised electrons. These are confined to the magnetic field and can escape only along the magnetic field. Restriction to the action of the parallel field becomes problematic in the late stages of magnetic field generation when the amplified internal magnetic field contributes to squeezing electrons out of the hole via the mirror force. Neglecting this effect we have
where T e is the electron temperature of the electrons. Inserting into Poisson's equation yields
where we introduced the hole-Debye length, λ Dh , allowing for a different hole temperature. This equation which must be solved for the interior of the hole and glued to the external solutions via the boundary conditions at the hole surface. Since this is impossible to do for a real hole, we choose the above described idealised cylindrical hole model of perpendicular hole radius, r h , and parallel extension h . In the outer hole space the space charge does not vanish completely, however. The field can penetrate the external region a certain distance, either the electron skin depth λ e or the external Debye length λ D . Since the hole is a positive charge, it is expected that it attracts some electrons to accumulate them near the outer hole boundary over the distance of field penetration. Hence, ∆N = 0 outside close to the hole, and the Poisson equation for the external potential Φ 0 ex does not degenerate to the Laplace equation but reads
for the external potential Φ ex (r,z) = Φ 0 ex + T e /e. This yields the external Poisson equation
The boundary conditions to be satisfied concern the continuity of the tangential electric field components at the boundaries of the cylindrical hole. These imply the continuity of the R. A. Treumann and W. Baumjohann: Buneman two-stream instability 7 field aligned electric field E z r h = −∂ Φ/∂ z r h at the cylindrical radial surface r = r h , and continuity of the radial electric field E r h /2 = −∂ Φ/∂ r h /2 at the top and bottom surfaces of the hole at z = ± h /2
Poisson's equation for the hole potential in cylindrical coordinates reads
A similar equation holds for the external potential Φ ex . These equations can be solved by separation of variables. The second boundary condition can be taken care of by letting the radial electric field vanish at the top and bottom of the hole. In addition one needs to make sure that the fields vanish at infinity, r → ∞,z → ±∞. With all these conditions the final solutions for the potentials become
where the functions I 0 (x),K 0 (x) are modified Bessel functions, and we defined
(32) and x h ,x h are taken at r = r h . The function g(z) takes care of the decay of the electric field in ±z direction. Its specific form depends on the plasma outside the hole. Since the potentials vanish at z = ± h throughout all space, it depends on the penetration depth of the fields. Though it will not be important for the following discussion, a simple expression can be given as
e is the inverse of the damping length of the electric field outside the hole.
These expressions hold for both elongated and oblate electron holes. In all cases the physics of the holes tells that the elongation along the magnetic field exceeds the Debye length such that the expression under the root will simplify. Moreover, Φ 0 is the extremum of the electric potential on the axis of the hole. Since the electric field points outward, we have Φ 0 = −U < 0.
Radial hole electric field and azimuthal current I φ
From the above expressions for the potentials it is straightforward to calculate the radial electric field E r in the hole for insertion into the drift velocity V φ :
This yields for the current density in the interior of the electron hole
The current strength in the equivalent loop representing the hole-generated current is obtained by integration from Eq.
. This integration can be performed quite generally, observing that E r = −∂ Φ h /∂ r, and N h = N exp(eΦ h /T eh ). The r-integrand becomes a total derivative, leaving us with
where s = eU/T eh , and ζ = πz/ h is a dummy integration variable. This yields for the current
Expanding the Bessel functions to second order yields an approximate but more useful expression for the current in the hole:
It shows that the current is proportional to the ratio of energy densities in the electric, W E r0 = ε 0 E 2 r0 /2, and magnetic, W B0 = B 2 0 /2µ 0 , fields. The last expression for the current strength can be used in Eq. (18) for the magnetic field generated inside the electron hole. It also serves the coefficient in the dipolar field outside the hole. An extreme upper saturation limit of the current strength is obtained when neglecting the ratio N h /N in the above calculation.
where we singled out the dominant term from the sum in the braces. This corresponds to the late stage of the hole when most of the electrons have been squeezed out of the hole along the magnetic field by the ever increasing magnetic field. By setting the trapped electrons into motion, the electron hole thus acts as an amplifier of the magnetic field producing a field on the axis of the hole which is given by
A more useful approximation for the axial field is obtained from the expansion of this expression as
Here, the factor of B 0 on the right hand side is the magnetic field amplification factor. This field adds to the original field, B 0 . Since it enters the azimuthal E×B-drift of the magnetised hole electrons, it acts decreasing on the azimuthal current thus contributing to saturation of the magnetic field. Replacing B 0 in the denominator with B 0 + B sat (0.0), one may boldly estimate a limit, B sat (0,0), of the saturated hole-generated magnetic field (43) where we have used the hole plasma beta β h0 = 2µ 0 NT eh /B 2 0 based on total plasma density, N, and ambient field, B 0 . The final internal field then becomes
which, when inserting for the ratio in the parentheses yields
A somewhat more convenient expression is obtained when using the above approximate expansion. This yields for the extreme upper limit, somewhat overestimating both effects, the amplification as the retardation,
Since both effects counteract each other, their actions will partially cancel such that the last expression may be taken as an estimate of the final saturation magnetic field strength in the centre of the hole.
Consequences
The generation of quasi-stationary magnetic fields inside electron holes has a profound effect on the magnetic structure of the collisionless current carrying plasma once electron holes are produced. The extension of such holes along the magnetic field is of the order of several tens of Debye lengths, and holes are generated in large quantities, each of the contributing to the amplification of the magnetic field inside and the weakening of the magnetic field outside the hole by superimposing the dipolar hole magnetic field.
Magnetic structuring
Holes form chains of successive holes along the direction of the currents looking in simulations like collections of bracelets, each of the hole amplifying the magnetic field inside the hole and weakening the magnetic field outside the hole. Moreover, the quasi-dipolar fields of the holes in the chains contact each other. Being of antiparallel direction in their region of contact, they will readily undergo magnetic reconnection, which is a very weak effect which probably does not contribute strongly to jetting of plasma. However, by reconnecting, the quasi-dipolar magnetic field lines of the various holes in a chain of hole will merge to become elongated flux tubes of flux that is directed oppositely to the external ambient field. This will cause a profound effect on the magnetic field. While the hole chain amplifies the field along the common current flux tube, it annihilates the ambient field outside the current carrying flux tube of hole formation. Thus the magnetic field becomes striated with strong, amplified magnetic flux tubes populated by holes and adjacent regions of weakened magnetic field. The amplification of the field takes place on a scale of x ⊥ ≈ 2 r h , i.e. on the scale of the average perpendicular width of the hole chain which is caused by the Buneman two-stream wave train. One may expect this effect of current striation to realise in various places where sufficiently strong magnetic-field aligned currents flow. This is the case in the aurora, in particular in the downward current region where the formation of a multitude of electron holes has been well documented (Carlson et al., 1998; Ergun et al., 1998a,b) . Other places are the magnetospheres of the larger planets.
Particularly interesting places are, however, found in astrophysics in relativistic shocks (Bykov and Treumann, 2011) and in the relativistic foreshock regions both in the absence and in the presence of cosmic rays. In the latter case the Buneman two-stream instability will evolve in the background return current long before the famous non-resonant Bell instability sets on. The latter is made responsible for magnetic field generation and further acceleration of cosmic rays as a macroscopic instability producing magnetic structure. Buneman electron holes in the return current flow will, on the other hand, channel the current into many filaments carrying already amplified magnetic fields on scales of the background electron gyroradii. The Bell instability thus already finds some pre-formed magnetic structuring and amplified fields which might help it growing.
Holes as quasi-particles
Electron holes have been identified as being positive charges on the plasma background. With the help of the calculations of the previous sections we can estimate the value of the charges carried by a typical cylindrical hole from Eq. (12), where Φ h (r,z) has been given in Eq. (29). Integration with respect to z produces a factor h . Similarly the radial integral yields a factor r 2 h I 1 (x h )/x h , and the hole charge becomes
In addition to this positive charge, and electron hole carries a magnetic moment which is created by the azimuthal current J φ flowing in the hole. This magnetic moment is responsible for the external dipolar field of the hole. It is directed along the z-axis of the hole, being parallel to the ambient field. Its value is
It is not a genuinely conserved quantity as in the case of real particles. Electron holes thus appear as quasi-particles which carry a charge q h and a magnetic moment m h . In addition, because when moving they transport the trapped particle component along with them, they posses a mass , M h , which is given by the integral over the trapped particle component in the hole
which can be brought into a more compact form by introducing the hole volume, V h = 2πr 2 h h , and the total number of electrons, N h = NV h , which would fill the volume of the hole. In this expression, the hole potential is given in Eq. (29). Performing the integration with respect to z yields
The integral factor in this expression is smaller than one because it reduces the total number of electrons to the fraction of electrons trapped by the hole.
The three numbers, q h ,m h ,M h form a triplet which characterises the macroscopic properties of an electron hole as a heavy charged magnetic quasi-particle. This allows to develop a kinetic theory of the interaction of electron holes in a plasma. As for an example we may consider the gyration of a hole with sim perpendicular velocity v h⊥ in a magnetic field. Being a positive charge, the hole gyrates in the same direction as an ion, i.e. it performs a left-handed circular motion in a sufficiently strong magnetic field with cyclotron frequency and gyroradius
In a cross-magnetic electric field E ⊥ , this charging property of the hole gives rise to an E×B-drift of the hole and, in the case of many holes, of the entire hole population, causing a displacement of the hole structure across the electric and magnetic fields at the mass-independent convection velocity V E = E ⊥ /B 0 . Holes are thus participating in this convective drift motion by being charged. Moreover, carrying a magnetic moment, the hole will be subject to the mirror force −∇ (m h B 0 ) in a converging magnetic field, which will reflect or accelerate it along the magnetic field. In magnetic wells electron holes can thus become trapped around the location of minimum magnetic field strength unless pulled out by a strong external field aligned electric field E . The parallel equation of motion of the hole in this case is
where V h is the parallel hole velocity. This equation takes into account that the mass, charge and magnetic moment of the hole may change with time and location along the magnetic field. In addition, if the magnetic field changes direction during the motion of the hole along the field, then the hole magnetic moment will experience a torque
which forces the magnetic moment and hole to spin around the magnetic field. Such an effect will excite low frequency magnetic oscillations which are caused by the spinning motion of the hole magnetic moment.
Interaction of holes
Electron holes are generated in large numbers by the Buneman instability. One may therefore expect that they interact via the electric force acting on one electron in the external field of the other electron hole on the plasma background. If one assumes that the plasma readily neutralises the external electric field of an electron hole on the scale of the external Debye length, λ D (or the skin depth λ e ), then the electrostatic interaction of holes is restricted to distances < (λ D ,λ e ), i.e. if the holes come into close contact. However, the holes will nevertheless interact via their magnetic moments as these cannot be compensated. In this case each hole represents a magnetic dipole of moment m h directed along the external magnetic field. If considering only binary interactions between two nearest neighbour dipoles, m h j ,m hk , then the potential energy of the dipolar coupling is given by (Jackson, 1975) U jk (r jk ) = − µ 0 4πr 3 jk 3(m h j ·ê jk )(m hk ·ê jk ) − m h j · m hk (54) where r jk is the distance between the centres of the two dipoles. Considering a linear chain of holes along the magnetic field, this expression reduces to
where now z k j is the distance between two holes alongẑ. The magnetic force between the dipoles
as seen from an external point z along the magnetic field, is attractive. The holes will attract and approach each other and will form chains of holes. When approaching closer than a distance of the screening length of the electric hole field they start feeling the repulsive electric force of the holes which on this scale competes with the attractive dipole coupling and prevents merging of the holes. Therefore, electron holes will form chains, consisting of closely spaced holes along the magnetic field. Such one-dimensional chains are similar to polymers with the difference that the magnetic field aligns them and does not permit for any folding of the chain.
A hole-kinetic equation: Outline of theory
Electron holes, when being generated in large numbers, represent a gas of positively charged quasi-particles. This does, in principle, allow for a statistical dynamical description of the interaction of a gas of electron holes. In the absence of an external magnetic field, the holes would interact via the electric field of their positive charges. This case is, however, academic for two reasons. Firstly, excitation of holes via the Buneman instability requires the presence of a sufficiently strong current which necessarily has an own magnetic field. Secondly, holes are embedded in the external plasma which partially screens their proper electric field. Hence, the most probable case of hole production is along the external magnetic field in a plasma with electrostatic interactions allowed mainly along the magnetic field. In the presence of an external magnetic field, as our theory proves, the holes are necessarily magnetised. The single hole magnetic moments tend to align with the external magnetic field, independent on its strength. Interaction is then both electrostatic, via the screened field of the charge, and magnetic, via the magnetic moments of the holes. These interactions are binary and are thus described as collisions between the quasi-particles.
Assuming that the quasi-particles obey a one-dimensional momentum distribution, F h (P h ,z,t) with respect to their proper magnetic field-parallel momenta, P h = M h V h , an approximate kinetic equation describing the evolution of the hole distribution is
HereẼ = E + E ex z is the sum of an external field, E , and of the external electric field, E ex z , caused by the hole. The latter penetrates only a screening length into the plasma. This one-dimensional equation does not yet include the torque. It, however, takes into account the magnetic effect of the hole in the value of the magnetic field as given in . Hole plasmas are collisionless only in view of hole generation. What concerns the hole dynamics, they behave collisionally.
The interaction term on the right-hand side includes the binary magnetic dipole coupling via the force Eq. (56) between two nearest neighbour electron holes. This coupling is responsible for the inferred alignment of electron holes in chains and for the expected structure in the magnetic field which is caused by the large number of electron holes generated by the Buneman instability in a given field-aligned current-carrying plasma volume.
In the above version of the dipole coupling only linear chains of dipoles were taken into account. In a plasma volume filled with holes the structures caused will also depend on the transverse distances of the holes and of the transverse interaction between the magnetic dipoles. In this case the full form Eq. (54) of the binary dipole interaction potential must be used.
The tendency of dipoles to align with their northern (N) and southern poles (S) in chains ...N-S-N-S... then causes a particular fabric of holes (see Fig. 4 ) in the Buneman unstable plasma volume which, however, will not be regular because holes have different sizes and thus possess magnetic moments of different strengths. In addition, the time variability of the holes implies a time variability of magnetic moments, which causes a time dependent magnetic fabric in the spatial region of hole generation. Such a structure highly resembles a turbulent medium. In this sense, electron holes become responsible for the generation of turbulence on the scale of the parallel and perpendicular hole dimensions.
We should note, that similar effects are expected to arise also from ion holes where the holes represent negative charges with radially inward electric fields. The corresponding magnetic moments will be aligned anti-parallel to the magnetic field in this case, in contrast to electron holes causing weakening of the magnetic field in the interior of the holes and amplification outside. Such effects are expected to occur under weaker current conditions, when the Buneman instability is not excited and ion holes evolve from ion acoustic waves or from the modified two-stream instability. The expected magnetic field effect will then be weaker than that caused in electron holes.
Conclusions
Electron phase-space holes are three-dimensional entities. As such they, under very weak conditions on the trapped electron component, become positive charges on the electrically quasi-neutral plasma background.
This simple fact implies that they possess a radial electric field component which, together with the ambient magnetic field, forces the trapped electron component into azimuthal motion. By virtue of the electron current a magnetic moment is attached to the electron phase space hole. This process has been demonstrated analytically by solving the exact boundary value problem for an cylindrical electron hole. We have determined the saturation amplitude of the secondary magnetic field generated by the hole.
This process is of interest, less for the mere effect of electron holes being magnetised but for the resulting effect that the presence of many holes in a field-aligned current flux tube (for instance in the auroral source region or at the solar flare site) amplifies the magnetic field in the flux tube and weakens the magnetic field in the adjacent hole environment. The resulting magnetic filamentation might be of substantial interest in the dynamics of other effects like the generation of radiation, turbulence, and particle acceleration, in particular the acceleration of electrons. Since it is expected that collisionless reconnection regions are strong sources of field aligned currents, the resulting filamentary structure may as well have consequences for the secondary effects of collisionless reconnection, structuring of fields, acceleration of particles, and turbulence.
Another important application would be the foreshock region of relativistic shocks (Bykov and Treumann, 2011) . Since the work of Bell (2004) it is believed that relativistic parallel or quasi-parallel shocks, being surrounded by a cloud of medium energy cosmic rays, possess an extended foreshock which carries a return current flowing in the noncosmic ray background plasma along the magnetic field and connecting the shock current with the cosmic ray cloud. These currents have been assumed to drive the non-resonant Bell instability which is believed to be the source of low frequency magnetic fields which grow on the expense of the return current and cosmic ray energy and are required for making the relativistic shock an efficient accelerator for cosmic rays. In order to do this, the currents must be strong, in which case the Buneman instability will necessarily be excited long before the Bell instability starts growing. This will cause a large number of electron holes to evolve in the relativistic foreshock, causing generation of small scale magnetic fields which amplify the foreshock magnetic field and structure it into filaments. When this happens, the relativistic foreshock makes the transition to turbulence on the scales of the electron phase-space hole gas. The Bell instability then starts at much later times, when hole formation has long saturated, from this turbulent state and magnetic filaments in the foreshock, which might help it growing to larger than so far estimated magnetic field amplitudes.
We have not yet exploited the effects of the torque which will necessarily be generated when the hole passes along a magnetic field changing direction. This is the case, for instance, in the auroral region over scales of a fraction of an Earth radius, the order of between 100 km and 1000 km. Holes are believed to survive over such scales. The torque exerted on the hole magnetic moment by the spatial change of the magnetic field direction causes nutation of the hole around the magnetic field, thus giving rise to a magnetic os-cillation with frequency of the hole nutation. Oscillations of this kind, if produced in regions of large hole density and comparable magnetic moments, will necessarily give rise to irregular low-amplitude low-frequency magnetic field variations of life time of the average life time of electron holes, possibly detectable in the Pi range. Similar pulsation can be expected, for instance, in solar flare regions where they might be responsible for pulsations in the observed radio emission.
